Crystal structures of the 64M-2 and 64M-3 antibody Fabs complexed with DNA (6-4) photoproducts.
Crystal structures of the 64M-2 antibody Fab fragment complexed with DNA photoproducts of dT(6-4)T and dTT(6-4)TT, and of the 64M-3 Fab fragment complexed with dT(6-4)T were determined. The 5'-thymine base of the bound dT(6-4)T ligand is in a half-chair conformation, and its base plane is nearly perpendicular to the planar 3'-pyrimidone base. The 64M-2 and 64M-3 Fabs have a common structure suitable for accommodating the dT(6-4)T ligand. In each of the antigen binding sites of the 64M-2 and 64M-3 Fabs, basic residues of His 35H and Arg 95H are located at the bottom of the binding pocket, and are hydrogen-bonded to the base moieties of dT(6-4)T. Two water molecules are involved in the interactions that intervene between the base moieties and the binding site. Aromatic residues of Trp 33H and Tyr 100iH form a side-wall of the pocket and are in van der Waals interactions with the base moieties. The Trp 33H side-chain is placed in parallel to the 3'-pyrimidone base, and the Tyr 100iH side-chain is nearly perpendicular to the 5'-thymine base. His 27dL, Tyr 32L, Leu 93L, and Ser 58H forming another side-wall are located in the vicinity of the sugar-phosphate backbone. In the 64M-2 Fab complex with dTT(6-4)TT, 5'- and 3'-side phosphate groups are also involved in interaction with Fab residues.